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Introduction
The Crime Prevention/Community Engagement Section is responsible for conducting the
biennial survey of citizens’ attitudes toward, and opinions of, the Bismarck Police Department.
The input received from this biennial survey is used when amending or adopting policecommunity relations policies and procedures and for performance improvement and strategic
planning.
Results of the survey are useful in department planning and in training Bismarck Police Officers.
Many Law Enforcement services and citizens’ needs are established as a direct result of the data
received.
Officer Clint Fuller was responsible for developing the survey on Survey Monkey. Officer Lynn
Wanner was responsible for posting the survey on social media. Sergeant John Brocker
coordinated the project.

Background
A review of the 2017 Survey was conducted in late 2018 after a change in Support Services
Supervisors. The previous survey seemed too narrow in scope and needed updating. We
reached out to other accredited agencies in our region for examples of their surveys.
We received surveys from Aurora Police Department, CO, Littleton Police Department CO,
Cedar Rapids Police Department, IA, Papillion Police Department, NE, Riley County Police
Department, KS and Rapid City Police Department SD. We reviewed the surveys and decided on
Rapid City’s survey.
Rapid City is a comparable size city to Bismarck and their survey was more comprehensive than
our past surveys. We decided to run this survey for the 2019 biennial survey. Adjustments will
be made if necessary for the 2021 survey.

Survey Results
The Survey sampling size was set at 1000 responses and only 913 were received. The survey
responses are grouped into seven sections; Residency and Demographics, Community Safety and
Security, Community Involvement, Police/Public Contact, Department Operations/Social Media,
Public Perceptions and Narrative Responses. Each section contains questions relevant to that
section. The associated data for each question is also included. This does not apply to the
narrative response section
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1. Residency and Demographics (Q 1-5)
The Survey asked for where the respondent lived, area wise. It was further narrowed for
residents of Bismarck as to where in Bismarck they lived, which correlated to our Community
Policing Districts (CPD) 1-5.
Demographics included gender, race and age. The majority of respondents were female - 60%
and Males - 40% The race percentages followed closely with census statistics with 95% of
respondents being white, 2% being American Indian and all others less than 1%. The majority of
respondents in age were between 35-54 years of age.

Question 1 asked where the respondent lived.

Question 2 asked what district the respondent lived in.
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Question 3 asked what gender the respondent was.

Question 4 asked what race the respondent was.

Question 5 asked what age category the respondent they were in.
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2. Community Safety and Security (Q 9, 17-21, 25, 26)
The questions in this category reflects people’s perception of safety and security of their
neighborhoods and community as well as their reaction to the environment.
Question 9 addressed concerns about specific crimes that may happen to the respondent in their
neighborhood. The results were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Home Invasion
Robbery or theft
Damage to or theft of a car
Vandalism to house or property
Assault
Sexual assault
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Question 17 asked how prevalent specific issues were in their neighborhood.
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic and parking
Animal complaints.
Appearance problems
Robbery

Question 18 asked how the respondent felt about crime in Bismarck compared to similar sized
cities in the US. The majority of respondent believed Bismarck was about average.

Question 19 asked about the respondent’s fear of crime in Bismarck and if it changed their
activities. The majority (50%) of respondents said it caused no change. However, the other 50%
said it had changed some or to a great extent.
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Question 20 asked if the respondent considered moving because their neighborhood was
dangerous. The Majority (88%) said no.

Question 21 asked if the respondent felt the safety in their neighborhood was changing. 73%
felt their neighborhood became safer or had experienced no change.

Question 25 asked about the impact of new programs in the downtown area. 84% had not seen
any change.

Question 26 asked respondents if they could change one thing about the safety and security of
the community, what would it be. (See narrative response section)
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3. Community Involvement (Q 7, 22, 23)
Questions in this section asked respondents what actions they would take if observing a crime
and if they would be interested in collaborating with the police ( Neighborhood Crime Watch).
Question 7 asked if the respondent observed a crime, what action they would take.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

69% said they would not avoid involvement with a victim.
89% said they would assisted a victim needing help.
89% said they would report a suspicious activity.
84% stated they would not avoid involvement with the police.
93% stated they would report a crime.
88% said they would assisted a police officer in need of help.
79% said they would testify in court.

Question 22 asked about collaborating with police ( Neighborhood Crime Watch) 72% said
they were not interest.
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Question 23 Asked for respondents who were interested in the program to provide their
information. There were 205 responses.
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4. Police/Public Contact (Q 10-14)
This section covers citizens contacts with the police department in the last year, the nature of
those contacts and the publics rating of the officers conduct. It also asked the citizens overall
satisfaction of the manner the officer responded to the contact.
•
•
•
•

53% of respondents said they had contact with the police department in the last year.
The most frequent type of contact was calling to report an incident (29%)
Respondents rated the officer’s arrival time the same as they expected (63%) or faster
than expected (20%).
Respondents rated overall satisfaction with the officers response to their contact as
▪ Very satisfied at 37%
▪ Satisfied at 36%
▪ Neutral at 15%
▪ Dissatisfied/very dissatisfied at 12%

Question 10 asked if the respondent had contact(s) with the Bismarck Police Department in the
last year?

Question 11 asked what the nature of the most recent contact was?
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Question 12 asked how the respondent rated the Bismarck Police Department on each of the
following.

Question 13 asked the respondents their opinion on Officers response time.

Question 14 asked , how satisfied the respondent was with the manner in which the officer(s)
responded.
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5. Department Operations/Social Media (Q 6,8,24,27-32)
This section focuses on the respondents view on how the police department should function.
Question 6 asked for respondents opinion on the amount of attention police should focus patrols
on. They were in order as follows
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robberies
Business/residential burglaries
Drugs
Property vandalism
Vehicle break-ins
Auto theft
Traffic violations
Panhandling
Loud parties
Juvenile curfew

Respondents could also provide a narrative response. (See narrative response section)
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Question 8 asked respondents to rank the importance of police services.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Investigation of crimes by detectives.
Motor vehicle patrols.
Drug prevention and enforcement.
Traffic enforcement.
Crime prevention programs such as Neighborhood Crime and Business Watch.
Foot patrols.
Community Engagement activities.

Question 24 asked if the respondent believed the police department should increase traffic
enforcement.
•
•
•

40% believed it should be greatly increased
52% believed it should remain the same
7% believed it should greatly decreased

Question 27 is a follow up question asking if the respondents could add a service or program to
the police department, what would it be. (See responses in narrative section)
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Question 28 asked respondents if they had viewed the BPD social media pages. 71% said they
had.

Question 29 asked the respondents if they found the information helpful or interesting. 82% said
yes. Respondents could also provide a narrative response. (See narrative response section)

Question 30 asked what the respondent would like to see on the social media pages. (See
responses in narrative section)

Question 31 asked the respondents which social media page the used most frequently. They
were in order as followed:
•
•
•
•

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Youtube
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Question 32 asked respondents if they believed social media activities were effective in
reducing crime and disorder. 77% believed social medic activities somewhat or greatly reduce
crime.
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6. Public Perception (Q 15,16,33-37)
This section deals with the respondent’s perception of the Bismarck Police Department in
various areas.
Question 15 and 16 asked respondents if they were a victim of a crime and did not report it and
if so why not. 91% said they were not a victim of a crime. Out of the other 9% they failed to
report the crime because:
•
•
•
•
•

The police wouldn’t do anything about it
Not worth the time or effort
Incident was not a police matter
Fear of harm for the officer
Other (majority of the respondents in this category replied it was either not
applicable or they were not a victim)

Question 16 allowed respondents to provide a narrative response. (See narrative response
section)
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Questions 33 asked to what extent the Bismarck Police Department needed improvement. 72%
responded that the department needs much or some improvement. Respondents could also
provide a narrative response. (See narrative response section)

Questions 34 asked if the performance of the Bismarck Police Department improved or had
gotten worse in the last year. Respondents could also provide a narrative response. (See narrative
response section)
•
•
•

23% said it had improved
67% said it was the same
9% said it had gotten worse

Question 35 asked if the respondents believed race relations between the police and the
community had improved or gotten worse over the last year. Respondents could also provide a
narrative response. (See narrative response section)
•
•
•

18% believed it had improved
71% believed it remained the same
8% believed it had gotten worse
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Question 36 asked the respondents to rate the image of the Bismarck Police Department with the
community.
•
•
•

50% rated it excellent
44% rated it average
7% rated it poor

Question 37 asked respondents to rate the Bismarck Police Department in a number of factors.
Bismarck Police Department is…
•
•
•
•

effective
▪ 81% strongly agreed or agreed
Fair to citizens
▪ 76% strongly agreed or agreed
Honest
▪ 77% strongly agreed or agreed
Unprejudiced
▪ 69% strongly agreed or agreed
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7. Narrative Responses
Q6

It's generally believed that patrolling officers can discourage crime.
How much attention should the police focus on the following areas?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Should always be attentive to loud animals. (barking dogs)
Speeding violations
Why not always attentive to any violations. Are some better/worse than others?
Under age use of e-cigs is a serious crisis in our schools, any assistance in reducing the
use/availability of this substance is helpful.
vulnerable citizens such as elderly and those with disabilities
Especially Speeding on 7th St and 9th St,
Red Light violations...apparently just a suggestion, not a law with most people
People running red lights and running red lights on a left hand turn in front of oncoming
traffic is very dangerous and needs more attention
Red light runners - Always Attentive
Legacy school has a big drug problem---happening in the parking lots
if they see vehicles parked on street all summer, they should turn them in during their
patrols
Illegal signs on boulevard, OT parked vehicles.
Animal control
sketchy characters at the public library where my kids spend a good deal of time
In general pot smokers aren’t ambitious enough to commit crimes other than driving
stupid
The Juvenile violation should only be enforced if a parent calls and reports it
Only drugs involving other crimes or direct harm to others
Traffic violations are in dire need of attention! People are running red lights like they
aren't even there. Amazed more people aren't killed.
Bismarck Police are too focused on just drug activity and not on all other areas it seems
like drugs and catching the next high up piece of scum while letting the lower level
scumbags by to be addicts so that they can become informants is most important. I totally
agree as a parent that drugs should be a top priority but there are other crimes that
desperately need to be a priority also like rape, abuse, theft, burglary, terrorizing, etc.....
The police need to carefully examine how they treat us as citizens as well.
Tinted car windows - Never attentive
Running Red Lights in Bismarck is at an all-time high
General Public Safety- I'm always worried about mass shootings now, though they are
rare. Love seeing officers in public.
A lot of the thefts probably are related to the need for cash or items to pawn for cash to
fund drugs, that is why focusing on those if key to prevent increased crime in our
community.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I've yet to see a situation improve upon the arrival of the police.
Bismarck PD should care about ALL crimes, such as assault and people running red
lights, and not just the big drug busts.
unmarked intersections are not monitored near school district and people are not paying
attention to intersections and speeding-sometimes it seems as though people are going
40+ mph through my residential area. Kids are back in school and could potentially get
hit and very seriously injured. We have a safety guy that we put out, but no one pays
attention to it and we have asked if we can get speed tables in our neighborhood and we
were told it could happen, then it never did. We were told to go to the city for signage,
but we have no proof of the speeding that goes on in our neighborhood. I have talked to
several people in our neighborhood and they feel as well that people go way to fast
through the intersections and it is not monitored.
Get the darn red light violations under control!!!!
Get rid of the homeless people in the Bismarck Public Library. Many people don't go
there anymore because of all of the weirdos there
Monitoring suspicious individuals stalking our youth. Racial profiling is another area that
needs to be addressed and monitored
patrol neighborhoods more
Running red lights.
dog barking should be at the top of the list and handled with more action towards the dog
owner and a fine.
How many vehicles are allowed through a red light?
Loud motorcycles and vehicles.
Residential properties where commercial business is taking place and roads become real
narrow because vehicles are parked there.
Ask public to report suspicious vehicles parked in their neighborhood or in front of their
own homes.
1516 N 16th is a drug Haven they deal right out in front of children it's really bad
vehicle noise, stereos, exhaust, horns, etc.
We have to put an end to distracted driving, it is a crisis, I am unable to drive a mile
anywhere in this town and not pass numerous people not even peering up from their laps.
Marijuana should be decriminalized. Focus on Heroin and Meth! It’s killing our people.
Anything other than weed
The question doesn't make sense, your cops you shouldn't have to be told to be attentive
you just should be.
Red lights violators are rampant in Bismarck-Mandan
Parking violations in school zones
Trespassing especially when individuals are intoxicated or high
Please watch for parking violations at schools and speeding /texting driving on residential
streets
Loud pipes / noise pollution
Traffic lights are awful on 43 n Lockport they drive fast
They can’t do any of the preceding without more cops
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

loud mufflers and radios thumping away
Parole the parking lots by the river.
Motorcycle and motor vehicle noise
Leave cannabis alone and focus on hard drugs
Downtown could really use more prominent police presence. Many people have invested
countless time and energy into revitalizing the heart of our community. Unfortunately the
behavior of a few unsavory characters is impacting the friendly, safe, and welcoming
neighborhood we all know as downtown on a daily basis. Those of us that work
downtown see it daily... passing the bottle, public urination, passed out on benches,
bushes, or the parking ramp; fighting, misbehaving, panhandling and just generally
making people uncomfortable. If this element is allowed to continue, it will permanently
impact downtown in ways that will negatively ripple throughout our community. Having
a cop on a bike, on foot, or even on horseback downtown during key times of the day
would be tremendously supportive and overwhelmingly welcomed by the business
owners, the patrons, and the property owners downtown that are here because we love it.
Officers do not discourage crime only respond after a crime
The BPD doesn't have enough officers to constantly be everywhere! This is where people
need to be proactive. Gets cameras, get dogs, lock everything.
Would like to see harder charges for drug crimes
35th street is 25 mph zone and everyone seems
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Q11 What was the nature of the most recent contact?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

None
Attended an organizational meeting for crime watch
Response to alarm system.
Found a dog.
Pick up daughter
Work related
I called about an officer who was creating a hazard for motorists.
community fair
We were having argument with boyfriends 16 year old daughter - only verbal - i think
noise complaint
someone I know was arrested
I have not had any contact with the police. However when I do see them in public places
they do not seem to be very friendly. They seem to treat people like they are better than
them and almost treat them like they are already guilty. I am not impressed with the
workforce currently employed.
I called regarding how many people turned or blew through a red light.
officer came to my home to retrieve a meth pipe that was in a car that I purchased.
Parking ticket more than one years ago.
no contact
more than 10 years ago reported window peepers
NA
no contact
Activated alarm on home
Citizen academy
Work related prior to my retirement
Police seeking information
Mandan Apartment Fire
Welfare check in area
Stopped for no reason, and let go
I had contact through a project regarding development of a policy for evidence disposal
through my job at NDDEQ
Neighborhood visit
Nothing at this time
Just community events
I received a verbal warning. The cop was phishing.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I was dropping my daughter off to babysit at a home. Three police officers were
responding at the house next door for a domestic situation. I asked the officers if we
should be alarmed and got no answer. They knocked on the door and I told them the man
was in the backyard as I just talked to him. The officer responded back to me you think
he went for a walk. After that they walked to their car and started to talk. Totally
surprised they did not go look out back.
no recent contact with PD
Child welfare
Car was broken into
Does not apply, I've not had contact in the last year
Unaware that I backed out of a parking lot spot and apparently "touched" and scratched
the bumper of a parked vehicle.
My child was in a car accident
I work with investigators
Police came to my door because there was a break-in in my neighborhood
My son was in a small accident
speaker contact
PYB
Called to report a coyote
Fortunately I have had no contacts or reasons to contact the Police. I did, however have
them check my house after an apparent false alarm when I was out of the country around
9-11-2019.
False home security alarm
I performed CPR on a citizen
None
A police officer stopped to ask me if I had seen a woman with a cane walking and
screaming
NA
I reported suspicious activity
Two officers came to my workplace to speak to my employer about an ongoing
investigation.
Volunteer
Wellness check
None
Someone else received a citation
They were doing a wellness check on my neighbor
I called to report what looked like a drug deal going down in a parking lot
strong working relationship
I work with DV victims
There was illegal Activity on our street we lived on. Street was on Lock down
Checking Temporary registration in window
I got city trespass permit for hunting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hit and run
parking ticket
Someone tried getting into our vehicles
called for help with the down town tyrants
No contact
I recently called 911 to report a vehicle going onto I94 without lights on.
worked with some of the detectives for my job; requested assistance with welfare checks
called to report texting while driving
Visited with officer.
Visit to home due to kids behavior
False alarm
Cars running red lights on school buses
observed officers on patrol, business activities
Obtaining a Dog license
Needed assistance with my minor child.
l work in the Emergency department
None
I have not had any contact in recent years
Pulled over, not ticketed, thin justification for the stop
We live by legacy High school and the High schoolers like to FLY down our street and
we had a hit and run on my husband’s vehicle! There should be a patrol car in the
neighborhood to catch these kids between 11-12 during school hours to stop these kids
from flying around the curves on Jericho Road!
Grandson was involved in a crime
Visiting
Committee work with officers representing the PD
They helped with an opioid conference
Involvement through community events
Our son’s car was hit at school
Headlights were off
reported a very dangerous driver on i-94 construction
stopped for rolling stop, no ticket
My work often times requires law enforcement involvement
I've done a ride along.
I didn’t have contact as stated above
Kids got ice cream tickets last summer
N/A
2 years ago Citizen Police Academy (Loved it!!)
My husband was arrested also my brother is BPD
professional contact
NA
Contacted about neighborhood watch and officer attended our event
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grandson had a bad experience with law enforcement with officer assisting a youth.
Cops harassed me cuz they thought I was doing something I wasn't or they thought I was
someone else! Couldn't get a real reason they were stopping me and questioning me.
I had a DUI
custody, they sucked
called about a well check
Never have
I called 911 for a strong arm robbery on my neighbor, was also able to give description of
the men who assaulted him. The Sergeant invoked Marsy's law on our behalf as victims
of the violent crime and myself being a witness.
none of the above
none
medication disposal
Concerned about speeding traffic by my house
Auction
I know cops
no contact
Wife called seeking help with unruly teenage daughter
My daughter was involved in a motor vehicle accident
None
No contact
I’ve been harassed by the police dept.
I was pulled over, let go with a warning.
They have pulled me over many times but not sited me. They find false reasons to pull
me over and search my car. This has happened at least 5 times this year.
I just needed Animal Control to come out to my neighborhood.
Reporting abuse to a child and getting CPS involved
I had video associated with the crime
I was questioned about a suicide
work with officers
interaction at place of business
warning
I attended a community outreach event with my family
NEIGHBOR CALLED ON MY DOG 🐕
None
Traffic Warning
None
Warning for window tint
Someone complained about my grand-daughter who was living with me. It was her
mother.
Received a traffic warning
Bike rodeo at target
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Came to my home looking for my son
I was in emergency room, BPD officer opened door to room and said excuse me, I was
looking for something. That's a poor excuse, and only time I was ever angry with BPD.
I was stopped while walking and hassled for no reason. Also I was a good citizen and
turned in things I found to evidence.
False call to my home
No contact
Called about loud motorcycle pipes
I gave a cookie to a police officer patrolling our neighborhood
None
None
I work in a school
Told I was more than 12"from curb when parking. Really!
Stopped & fined-no license plate on front of Corvette-Stupid
Neighbor Medical Emergency
None
Attended the Citizenship Academy
Public events - library kick off, Sunrise open house
Received a signal light use warning
Work @ a bank and we had an alarm go off
Wasn’t in contact
We found a stray dog
None
Daughters parked car was hit- person came forward the next day
My child’s car was taken without permission by a friend and the friend crashed into
another vehicle
Citizens Police Academy
None
I was told to do something by an officer and when I asked if it was the law I was told no
but I actually had to
None
I had an officer come to my preschool to talk to the kids.
my storage unit was broken into
Pulled over, no ticket
I witnessed crime
None
Visited with officer at Rita Murphy school
Found lost dog
None of above
Check on person on person in bushes.
Friendly officers visited my neighborhood introducing themselves and promoted the
neighborhood crime watch program.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighbor kids started a fire /damage to our property
Friend sworn in as an officer
National Night Out
no contact in the last year
Just to say HI.
Two officers helped me (8mo pregnant) get my truck off slick ice
N/A
Came to neighborhood to educate about neighborhood crime watch
Bumped into some officers, and spoke with them. Non-crime related.
witnessed a car accident
Ride alongs and maybe a traffic ticket
Local Law Enforcement Check for Adoption Application
They assist with teaching stepping on
Filed theft of services case to the department
Citizen issues
N/A
They came to my place looking for someone saying they had a search warrant. Never did
show it to me. Sheriff department said that the police department must be having a slow
night and nothing better to do.
Interview
Received warning
Police were called to my house for a suicide threat by a family member
Reported a stop sign missing
I serve them in my professional capacity
Someone stole our trailer
Vehicle towed
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Q16 Why didn't you call the police to report the crime?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wasn't sure how to report it. Items were taken from our home from the house cleaner.
None
I was not a victim
Harassment late at night by door bell ringers and kids speeding and revving their engine
as they go by our house late at night
N/A
Have not been a victim.
I was not the victim of a crime
again, boyfriends daughter vandalized my home - I knew she had psychiatric problems
and was afraid my reporting her could damage her future.
I have heard stories on the slow response time from coworkers and most have said it’s a
waste of time to call them. One coworker found a gun in the afternoon on a walk. Called
police, 45 minutes later she had to call them back. was told to leave and they will send
someone up when they get time. She said no because school was letting out in 30 minutes
and was not going to leave a gun laying around for a child to pick up. I remember this
story very well as it is disturbing. I know she called me on what to do but I was gone so I
could not help her. She needed to get back to work and wanted me to watch the gun.
Kuddos to her shame on the Bismarck Police
NA
Aggressive drivers on I-94 there is too many of them and the police have more important
matters to take care of. I have called in a few and HP/Bismarck PD have followed up
with me.
Not applicable
Fear of harm from other person.
N/A
I was not a victim
n /a
NA
N/A
NA
N/a
They don’t help, sometimes make matters worse.
n/a
N/A
Because the BPD is racist
N/A
N/A
Does not apply
N/A
No issue
N/a
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Didn't think the police would catch the person.
Wasn't a victim of a crime
N/A
No crime
N/A
Na
There are only 3 decent officers who actually care and have very good etiquette as such
Have not been a victim or involved in a crime
Was scared of Going to court through time.. I just wanted to go home..
N/A
Not a lot of evidence to pursue
no crime in past year
No crime
I didn’t call because I didn’t have a crime as already stated. Who set up these questions
N/A
The health and safety of the victim was outweighed by the threat of arrest and
incarceration for witnesses and bystanders.
N/A
N/A
Bismarck PD has some of the worst attitude/ego problems. For my career, I work with
law enforcement across the state and I dread working with the PD in my own town the
most. I am often left with feeling their time is more important than me, officers have
excuse after excuse to find ways NOT to help or get involved. When communicating in
person, I've encountered more than one male officer that will roll their eyes. When
requesting a certain service, I'm frequently reminded that will consume a lot of their time.
Unfortunately, I'm required to do what I do for my career. I possibly don't enjoy it as
much as the officer however you won't find me with a bad attitude, rolling my eyes, etc. I
am very ashamed at the quality of law enforcement in my own city. I'm so sorry to share
this with you however I'm hoping for whomever will read this will think about how their
attitude and responses may affect others. I am so thankful for what you do and I
completely respect the difficult populations that you have to deal with; but we are not all
criminals, your town's citizens do not all hate you, there are good people. I would highly
recommend training in empathy and motivational interviewing. Thank you!
n/a
When providing video and photo evidence to PD it's discouraging that nothing ever
develops when basically the citizens do the detective work for them. The impression it
leaves is that if it isn't a significant crime or significant value it gets forgotten about.
i am not impressed by bis. pd. they discriminate by gender and race. they choose the side
of females most often in dvo cases and openly discriminate against blacks and native
Americans
Not Applicable
The reporting time expired for an assault by family member (brother) back in Oct 2018.
I've since moved and closed all forms of contact with him. Him and his wife don't know
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

where we moved and I have documentation to get a TRO if needed with the help of a
Therapist.
My God - I said no . . .
Does not apply
Wasn’t victimized
Wasn’t sure anything would be done.
NA
Not applicable
I feel I have been victimized by the police and task force. In fact Sgt. John Brocker was
involved and gave the order to destroy my home. A member of bci, Tim Erickson, lied to
judge Hagarty to obtain a signature on an illegal warrant. The damage done to my
residence was excessive and unnecessary.
NA
didn't call
I have called them and somehow they have turned the incident around on me and I was
being investigated. Very prejudice police officers in this department!
Bpd is next to useless
Haven’t had the need to in the last year
N/a
Not an emergency, my neighbor called the police for a loud party after 10:00 pm and they
finally responded at 11:45 pm, so would a neighborhood watch program benefit with type
of response time?
Many of them have a bad attitude and they’re very thin skinned. Surprised you’re doing
this survey because you don’t deal with criticism very well. Your scared. Even though
only one officer in the history of the dept. has died in the line of duty. You use Marcy law
after you shot and unarmed person. That is being afraid.
NA
None I haven’t been in trouble
Brother who is a drug addict. Harnessed me and followed me from work. Threaten phone
messages.
NA
N/a
I knew police had better things to do
N/a
someone threw eggs at my car
N/A
No crime
When are you going to start drug testing your employees
Police would either blame me for my sexual assault and/or the perpetrator would find out
my last name and address from the police report
Na
Hitch stolen off my pickup while parked at work. Knew it wouldn't get recovered.
nothing to report
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Not applicable question
None
I am armed I can take care of it if need be
was not a victim of a crime.
NA
No crime
No crime.
N/A
N/A
Not a victim
Don’t need police to help me
Afraid of retaliation by the person committing the crime
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I’m 61. Not into social media.
This could be another volunteer position to admin the sites to minimize costs
Don't look at it that often.
Sometime not
Not sure who's running the page but many posts trying to be funny are very
unprofessional.
I believe it is average. Average is not an available option so I answered NO.
I am not into computer use.........my family is however.
Stop trying to be funny or cool
Not set up for all mobile devices or current or updated often enough
I didn’t know there was such a thing There should me more public service
announcements on the radio and TV. Many people do not get or can afford the tribune.
I don't spend any time on social media so I am of no help in that area.
I don't/won't have Face Book plus am low tech so I don't know what is posted.
Have not monitored media pages - don't plan to.
Have not viewed it.
I don't use social media.
I don't do social media. I think that it may do some good, however those of us who don't
use it are not notified of items posted there. The belief is that we posted it so everyone
should know it.
don't view it
i don't use social media
Follow on twitter.
More humorous posts brings the average person closer to the police department. Keep up
the good work, especially when there are events going on.
I am not a millennial and I will not be having grandchildren so no need for "social" media
Don’t view it
I like the notifications posted about missing persons, pics and info about wanted suspects
of a crime.
N/A
May be
N/A
I like the informative posts.
They used to be more engaging and a good use of humor. That seems to have diminished
and it is more "business-like" now and posts aren't as frequent. Becoming less engaging.
I don’t use social media
I love the sense of humor. It humanizes the BPD for people.
Could use some work on the Instagram page :)
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Should be focused on crime and other events affecting the community.
Keep posting pictures of bad guys.
You guys have a YouTube?!
Need more informational post like laws and do you know segments.
It's nice seeing updates such as area clear or the shelter in place notices.
N/A
N/A
Need to list more details afoot the crimes you Post1
I love when we can put names to the faces of Bismarck PD. When they get out in public
and on social media people build trust with them.
don't use social media
What’s posted is very one sided. In my case. What was said on social media wasn’t even
close to what really happened
Don't turn the community against each other, looking for citizens to inform on one and
other.
N/A
I really like your social media options!
somewhat, I don't FB much and no other social media. Guess that shows my age. Social
media is the future I guess.
I used to look at it regularly but here lately don't have time.
Don't use social media.
they slander Bismarck PD which is very true, you guys are bad excuses for cops
Keeps me abreast as to what is happening. Especially sex offender notices, missing
people and people you are looking for.
Could be updated more often.
NA
I think social medial is a great help for BPD.
I don’t have Facebook
I avoid social media.
helps the community feel more at ease with the officers and bring a more personal touch
to making people interact with them
I feel that there could be more information shared with the community. It's great that you
give coupons for ice cream cones to kids wearing helmets but I personally want to see
more than that. And I think everybody wants to see their tax dollars go to good use. I am
well aware that having something and not needing it is much better than needing
something and not having it but why do you need hummers and that bear claw tank
looking thing and whatever other crazy but awesome vehicles? I've never seen them in
action. Are they ever used? Kind of seems like a waste of money.
I need to follow your social media pages - once in a while I will see something that
someone has shared and I found it helpful.
Maybe the social media idea are really good, I have never checked it out, but now I will
check it out.
Well done!!
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Silly posts are inappropriate
Love the Facebook page. Super helpful.
Just get out and do something more to prevent this stuff from happening
Interesting and good way to get photos out on suspects.
N/A
Didn't know about it, & haven't seen it. Don't use social media. Is it on a website?
I love the pages... and I love that sometimes you guys have a great sense of humor
I especially love the snarky posts. :)
Drug test officers
I feel the Facebook messenger should be manned 24/7 and should not be selective to
responses
Never visited.
haven't checked it out yet
Do not use
I manage a FB website called We the people and always post what helps our community
be able to be better tomorrow than today
n/a
I haven't seen it.
Generally, yes, but faster updates on active events would be helpful for those in the area.
The 420 jokes are getting super old. My father is a cancer patient and Cannabis has saved
his like. Maybe stop perpetuating the stereotype and start showing compassion for sick
people.
I love the humor and the realism. The git up challenge, and the posting of impounded
animals. It makes the officers more approachable.
Great posts that the community can follow. Also, the funny posts make the community
more receptive to police work!
The person who runs social media needs a raise!
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Follow through with crime scenes and detective work. My friend had his auto broken into
and the police did not follow up even though there were clear finger prints on the broken
glass. The police said they did not have time.
Every department needs to remain dynamic and constantly try to improve.
You need to shoot more people. I’m serious. You shoot somebody they know you don’t
mess around. Especially thieves or call me and let me do it for you. No Problem
Additional training of officers needs to happen concerning traffic stops with concealed
carry individuals and public awareness of police expectations.
Tell the police to be honest, and to help thy neighbor. It’s not always about giving tickets.
Improvement is always needed in some way or another! Means that the organization is
growing, adjusting and getting better at what they do. Thank you for protecting us and
being aware of what is happening in our community.
There is always room for improvement.
Officers are young. Act like they know it all when they really don't understand the laws
themselves. Many have an I'm greater then you attitude. There are a handful that are very
dirty cops who are getting away horrible things. The department is going to have a huge
black eye once these cops are caught.
More focus on community policing. Actually practice it and not just say it.
More staffing to address issues.
NEEDS MORE OFFICERS
Additional officers.
We need a second department, more officers, better pay, training, more detectives, and up
to date safety gear for them. If I was expected to offer my life 8 hours a day the least that
could be done is good compensation
More video surveillance in problem areas
I think BPD does a great job in our community, but there's always room for
improvement. I'd like to see higher fines for traffic violations to deter some of the poor
decisions I see every day on the road and more officers patrolling.
Every time a green light goes red and there is any kind of traffic, at least one vehicle runs
the light. Making the yellow longer will not change this. Abandoned vehicles get no
attention unless someone complains. If enforcement were done without a citizen
complaint the number of these vehicles would diminish greatly.
Just extra patrols when dollars permit
You are focused on the wrong priorities. Let traffic flow on the busy streets. Stop
"hiding" for speeding tickets. If you want to affect red light violations, then sit at
intersections on State St. The blue lights are a JOKE. hundreds of thousands of $ and
what? 20 more citations in the year-to-year comparison. What a waste of resources. The
mentality is that of a "gotcha" police state. What ever happened to civil service?
WE ALL NEED to Improve!!! Drink more water, live a healthier lifestyle etc.
Maybe more patrolling. I live in a safe area but it's always nice to see a presence.
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More monitoring of stoplights in four lane areas. Your statistics for the past year do not
show any real measurable improvement in people running lights. I believe that citizens
would not be opposed to adding more officers to the force . . . if they can see measurable
improvement. Perhaps encourage and train the public is how to turn in those who run
lights?? i.e.-time of incident, address, license plate, car description, driver, but I suspect
that is a very cumbersome process for the citizen. Lastly, not all Police cars need to be
marked. They would be less noticeable by violators and it would be easier to ease traffic
and other concerns.
More community service attitude by the officers
Where do I begin? 1)Stop treating cops like they are above the law; I have watched
officers make traffic violations in front of other officers, but they don't get pulled over.
2)High-visibility patrol cars; you lose trust by trying to hide from people in unmarked
vehicles. 3)Uniform enforcement of laws regardless of what time of day it is (enforce
laws rather than looking for an excuse to pull someone over after dark). 4)"Officer
discretion" should not exist; that's what the judicial branch is for. I could go on, but I
doubt anyone will even read this, let alone implement changes.
I wonder if they should be more present in the school system. I raised my kids in West
Fargo and the resource officers there were very prominent and "available"
Enforce red light/stop sign, noise and the City as a whole enforcing clean yard issues.
"Abandoned cars and junk are prevalent all over
Once again I have not had any interaction with police other than a traffic violating a few
years ago. However I did get pulled over two years ago for not using a blinker within the
allowed distance. This was at 2:00 on a Saturday afternoon in a residential neighborhood,
in a family car, with my family. No ticket was issues but wow what a waste of taxpayers
time and money that was. Could have followed me to the next corner I guess to see what
I did there. I wrote it off as his first pullover and he wanted to be safe. But in reality it
was a joke for him to do that. If he was looking for someone special he should have run
the plates. Not acceptable. Should use his time more wisely.
Need more officers/higher visibility in the community
I live by Hillside park and it is not at all uncommon for me to see 2-3 police officers just
joyriding around the neighborhood. This shouldn't even be a full time job for one person.
more officers and traffic patrol red lights and speeding are out of control
Be more strict on red light and speeding violations!
Officers are arrogant and think they are super high speed and have no time to deal with
property damage, hit and runs etc. I understand the desire to run and gun but when you
get hit and ran and have to shell out a deductible for no fault of your own, a little effort to
actually try to see if the person who did it can be identified would be nice! Also those
people are probably doing more than just striking vehicles and leaving the scene.
use common sense when dealing with the public.... people do not trust you... just there to
fill out paperwork after something has gone wrong..
Contingent on funding!
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Every Organization needs some improvement. Any time you think you are perfect, you
are long from correct. Red light runners, particularly turn lanes is a problem at many busy
intersections. Left turn flashing lights at some intersections are useless because only one
car gets through per cycle. During busy times a green arrow should be programed.
Was in the library and four police showed up to remove one person. Not sure if four were
needed. Library need help with limiting vagrants. Kids are frightened by arrests and the
vagrants.
More activities that bring the police and the people together. sports, bbq, and more bike
helmet ice cream patrol.
Some officers can be a bit more personable at times. But I understand why at times they
can't.
Recruiting and keeping officers appears to be an issue, the city council members should
make this a priority. Usually this would involve salary and benefits. Even though I don't
like having a tax increase, I do think this is important enough to warrant a increase for
this particular item.
don't use traffic enforcement to boost your monthly production numbers.
We can always improve, i think they do a good job. They need to pay these folks more
than they do. Retention and constantly having to train is a waste of resources. They put
their lives on the line for all of us that we cannot repay, but at least help them support
their families while they are here.
Unsure on this question
Pulling over folks for texting and driving. I understand how hard controlling drugs is, but
there is much to be desired when I was living in my old apartment off Rosser and 26th
and saw strung out people everywhere. It was the reason I moved down south near
Burleigh avenue. Too far for those tweakers to walk to.
More drug enforcement.
There are a few officers such as Officer Jones who really need to learn about ethics and
how they treat people!
Public awareness of what crimes are happening.
Reading and understanding the N.D.C.C.
Dealing with public, removing the cockiness. Like I said earlier. I have had very minimal
contact with the police department myself but when I see them in public they do not
represent the city of Bismarck very well at all. This is not a personal issue as I have never
been arrested and have had only one traffic violation in the last five years
More traffic enforcement. Patrol officers have terrible attitudes and often escalate
situations that otherwise would be pleasant or at least professional contacts.
I feel our PD has grown leaps n bounds “putting themselves out there” to encourage the
public in a positive way that the PD is really here to Protect and Serve. I don’t have any
complaints and don’t have much contact with the PD but just as myself, there is always a
way to do our job better to make a positive influence, especially with our younger
people....
Cracking down on red light runners
Needs additional officers.....
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More staffing better pay for your officers
How about daylight traffic enforcement, night time seems to be concentrated on dui
enforcement (license plate light out) and no I didn’t get DUI, plenty of violators without
being so desperate.
We have not had a great deal of interaction with the Department but we hold them in the
highest regard and pray for their safety.
In depth training for different situations.
I understand the time constraints and mental toll on an officer but more should be
approachable. My sons car accident was on ice a block from house and you couldn’t
hardly walk across it - there should be some understanding with that instead of a 3 pt
violation when in fact he was simply inexperienced and only did damage to his vehicle. I
felt to give a violation as he received was extremely discouraging for him and gave him a
bad opinion on whether law enforcement actually cared more so he thought it was very
uncaring for the situation, he had his license for a week was not speeding and care
required although a good violation for some instances seems to be the all-encompassing
go to. For a 15 year old at the time it was a bit excessive for that particular situation. It
would be nice if the officer clearly sees and even has a difficult time walking across the
road should be able to take that into consideration before giving a violation as such.
Luckily he then had an opportunity to meet another officer that has defined his life and
actually gave him the desire to be in law enforcement when he gets to be an adult! Two
extremely different experiences within the same department!
So grateful for all the department does. Maybe stretched too thin. More officers would
help with more presence around town.
They need more employees to help issue tickets and solve crimes.
There's always room for improvement in any job, but overall I think the BPD is doing
great!
Only checked because I always feel that it isn't good to remain static.
Traffic flow and issues
Better wages for the jobs they do
Maybe not require an associate degree to be employed for the PD, this might open up the
number of people that would like to be a police officer. (my son-in-law is one of
them...not a good student, but really wants to be on the force)
The city of Bismarck needs to demonstrate they value true experience for public safety
responders and stop pretending that there are not genuine shortages leading to
inexperienced staff, I experience and low educational job requirements. High turnover
places employees and the public at risk . The public has no idea of the shortcuts and
decreased standards occurring.
IMPLICIT BIAS TRAINING
Overall, I think the department is ran fairly well.
Regarding #26 - what is "this" you're referring to? Social media? Since that was the last
info you were asking about?
Get after the inattentive reckless drivers. Hard.
Again, within the community I feel pretty safe.
More officers to help out with the drugs and homeless problem
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I don't know.
Traffic enforcement! Come to think of it I know it has been years since I have someone
pulled over in city limits? But we have blue lights no clue what that did beside burned up
money and electricity on stop lights? I see someone every single morning on 83 and 43rd
run a solid red light. Just an example
Go after actual crime instead of acting like SS officers. It feels like your testing the public
rather than protecting them....
I only chose "needs some improvement" because no organization is perfect. I have no
complaints with our Bismarck Police Dept. or how they do their jobs.
we all need focus on continually improvement, times change, awareness and flexibility
are important
It's definitely a money thing. BPD is limited and I understand that.
Could probably use more officers overall
City Commission needs to better the pay structure in an effort to attract better qualified
applicants. You’re losing officers at an alarming rate. The years of experience of an
average shift is alarming.
More proactive patrols around neighborhoods
Every problem I've seen arise within the department or the community has been resolved
pretty quick
Officer professionalism. 2. Approachable command element 3. Saturation patrols of high
crime areas i.e. downtown. 4. Inform officers what they post on social media reflects not
only their values but BPD as well 5. Further training in race relations 6. Rotate command
elements into the Field regularly to maintain a grasp of what is going on situationally on
the street. Crime like society evolves frequently. 7. Remind officers their jobs aren't a B
movie, they need to be accountable to what they say and do to the members of the
community on and off duty. 8. Assign parking officers to middle schools where parking
and traffic are an issue
The only aspect that needs improvement is gaining more officers. Perhaps someone could
look into applying for the grants that are available to gain monies for officers pay and
such.
Officers need to learn how to speak to different kinds of people. De-escalation/
sympathizing tools would help officers come off in a better light rather than as rude or
annoyed with the caller/victim.
support the officers
Red light runners
Just simply enforce existing laws. Stop looking the other way.
Knowing several officers personally they are all hard working people. They live here and
want this city to be a safe place to raise kids.
They are doing a great job
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More detectives. Overflow the court system pipeline and then maybe more resources will
be thrown there. Court calendar is way too full and long. Some type of policy about
responding to the same address. How many times can the cops be called to the same
address and nothing ever changes? Start charging the property owner after a certain
number of calls in a calendar year. Please don't enforce something dumb like Mandan did
about not being able to park on the street unless it is in front of your house. Last time I
checked the street is public property.
Everyone can improve
It said in the news that police were trying to serve a warrant at my son's school and the
man fled. Then the parents got notified with very little detail. I am extremely upset and
can't understand why the police didn't follow the guy away from the school before going
after him??!! What if he would have had a gun and started shooting or grabbed a kid or
something. I just don't get why any officer would think to put children in any unnecessary
danger.
Traffic monitoring and ticketing
Have lived here 41 years, the officers I have met are a credit to the force and deserve a lot
of respect.
We can always improve.
There is always improvements needed to prevent stagnation and conformity.
Left turn signal runners
Enforce traffic rules.
Need to increase the number of law enforcement officers and increase their salary.
The public is aware of officer shortage. Increase pay or benefits to attract more and make
less stressful shifts like greeting people or being around as part of the community. More
publicity recognize positive interactions (sorry, eating with a cop doesn’t sell me on
community as much as uniformed officers aiding fire victims or helping
pedestrians/children at busy intersections—which I know they do).
Higher pay and faster pay raises. Hire more officers. Bismarck needs to move money for
junk spending from things like parks and rec to law enforcement. Bismarck taxes are very
high. We should have a very well-funded Police Dept. Just my thoughts.
I am required by law to carry a CCW permit my shooting test is more difficult than it is
to be a BPD officer.
Officers need to obey traffic laws. Use turn signals. stay off phones and computers while
driving
Need to enforce running red lights. No one even breaks for yellow lights, I have seen it
too many times.
Officers need to learn to better at least even pretend to care about the victims and not
make the victims feel like criminals themselves. Officers should learn that they are not
above the law themselves and that they aren’t better than the person they are speaking to,
the victim, or the criminal. Officers should learn to better listen to whomever they are
talking to.
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There is always room for improvement. Having companionate educated officers with
good values and judgement are the utmost important. I have pride in my city and county
police force. You have a difficult job I understand that completely no one calls you unless
they need something and everyone feels citations are never just. All I wish to convey is
that Compassion and understanding goes a long way in our community, and public image
is everything.
I see plenty of people being pulled over for speeding but none being pulled over for
careless driving/running red lights.
Traffic stops. People run red lights right in front of BPD. No tickets. People are going to
get killed
We all have room for improvement. But I do believe the department is always striving to
do their best with what they have!
A little humility, less authoritarian - especially with kids. Don't allow officers to
misrepresent the laws to suit their agendas. Saw it happen!
More training in areas of juveniles and people with disabilities
See previous comments on downtown
Every organization can always benefit from continuous improvement but I think the BPD
does a terrific job and isn't afraid to admit when they can improve.
Maybe just more inventive ways of patrolling besides driving a vehicle during the
summer time.
Running red lights in Bismarck is at an all-time high. I see it daily.
More mindful of the real crimes. The texting when driving people, the speeding in
residential areas, the running of red lights and tailgaters.
traffic enforcement , and evening downtown visibility
Enforce traffic rules
More presence around schools
Quicker response times
I'm not sure.
Everyone can always improve on things, but I think we are very lucky to have a very
competent and professional PD. Improvements can only come if our city commission
provides better funding for pay and for additional officers.
Mostly you guys are great.
See previous answers
more officers increased budget so salaries can keep good officers in Bismarck and
training is provided
Not just more staffing, but better quality staffing. Increased sized of cybercrimes
Consider contracting reformed criminals (know your enemy) Pay increases. Encourage
management to be appreciative and not to treat their staff like they are expendable
not talking to people like they are garbage because they did something wrong. sometimes
people get so desperate they feel no way out than to do what they did I have been there
and I was treated terribly with 0 compassion or understanding from the officers there they
were snotty and rude
Recruitment and retention of good officers
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Don’t treat citizens rudely or mock them
I think you do a good job.
Pay attention
Do you have a public affairs officer working there anymore? I haven't heard any of the
seasonal radio ads about watching for motorcycles, Halloween safety, McQuade softball
traffic, etc. since Officer Buschena left.
Enjoy your career! … or at least act like it. No one cares how big your muscles are.
previous questions covered this
Stop racial profiling! Treat people of all colors equally. When stop by police, don’t
assume and ask everyone in the car, "ANYONE HAVE WARRANTS" .
Officers need to be more friendly especially in non-enforcement contacts. Most won't
even smile much less extend a casual greeting. Officers need to pay more attention to
their own driving, i.e., turn signals, obeying the speed limit, etc. Not a very good example
in many cases.
I wonder if the PD could work with a non-law enforcement group to do some of their
prevention, neighborhood watch programs (Kiwanis, Chamber of Commerce).
Cultural Sensitive Training
Traffic enforcement. I don’t know if you can hire staff to specifically handle things like
traffic violations but if you could I would support expenditure.
We can all be better at our jobs.
You all seem to be doing a fine job. I respect you and what you have to endure. Thank
you for your service.
I have told officers that I would not help them because of their behavior and they laughed
and said they do not need my help. I would never support one of them if they were in
need. they do not know how to address the proper questions or how to handle DV
situations. also, they suck at dealing with kids. instead of teaching them things they
punish them. I work in schools and most kids hate cops.
In an ideal world we could have more money allocated for our police departments for
training in ASD, DD, mental health when interacting with these individuals as they
become young adults. Not all of them come from strong family support systems to help
teach them how to properly interact with PD, LE or Authority figures.
Main concern is officers that get petty and are (in my opinion) overstepping their
boundaries. I recently saw that a young mom was pulled over and fined for using a
hands-free breast pump while driving. Unless there was a clear danger to herself or
others, I see this as a clear violation of her personal rights and wish that BPD would
discourage this type of patrolling
I believe the department functions well with the resources it is given.
Ticket red light runners
officers are inexperienced officers don't gather all the info...do not do thorough
investigations think because they are the law they are above it they are not always right
Adding more Officers and keeping them retained.
More traffic enforcement
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Always a need for improvement somewhere. I think you are doing a great job, but there is
always room to make it better!
If possible adding more officers
My main concern is the continued problem with drivers running red lights. I work
downtown and have to cross Main several times a day. There isn't a week that goes by
that I don't have a close call almost being hit. At some point, someone is going to be
seriously injured.
I think the department is doing the best they can with the monies available to them.
More visibility at public events and positive interactions with public and children.
More patrols
More officers better pay and 2 officers in a vehicle
Police and other law enforcement need higher pay. This will keep experienced officers
around and offer greater protection around the community. They risk their lives every day
and deserve to be compensated.
Reduce unnecessary involvement with the city commission. The chain of command is to
long before anything gets done and could be a disaster for people’s lives. The police
department needs to stand on their own and be held accountable if inappropriate action or
favoritism is shown.
More officers. Try to have a larger force to help prevent crime rather than always
responding to crime.
The police department needs to install red light cameras at intersections largely up north
by Skyline and LaSalle as those lights are ran from very unsafe distances.
Just too bad that the budget doesn't allow for more officers to alleviate the stress that
must come with the awesome job they do.
The tone is the BPD is not good. The perception is that they only traffic stop vehicles that
are lower in value intentionally. The court system is the real problem but BPD play right
into it by not helping those that really need help. Sometimes a ticket can ruin a person
life. Local law enforcement should spend some time in the shoes of those they serve.
Often do not even know the laws they are referencing. Often on a power trip.
Always room for improvement , the learning and education never ends
Traffic
BPD needs more financial support from the community. Unfortunately it is not a
recommendation that the BPD can independently enact.
Officers are stretched thin at times dealing with homeless and drug/alcohol abuse. need to
find better community involvement so that the officers can spend more time with safety
and crime
It's hard to know where to call or what to report. The non-emergency line is not well
publicized and people think the only want to contact the police is by calling 911, and then
won't call because it's not an emergent situation. Pushing more information out on ways
to contact the police for non-emergency situations would be useful.
Police officers need better training, especially in how they interact with citizens on a
daily basis.
Previous statements.
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Calls about social services should be taken more seriously.
I believe I've covered my thoughts on what I'd like to see.
More security in BPS parking lots in the winter to many hit and runs and no cameras so
drive through would be nice and then maybe also kids won’t vape in the cars as much if a
police officer is always driving through
Unconscious bias training
There's always room for improvement, but I feel you all do a great job.
More patrol
I think construction traffic should be patrolled a little better.
BPD needs better funding for more officers
I think the biggest problem for me is traffic violations are increasing because nothing is
done. I know the police cannot be everywhere but I see so many people excessively
speeding, running stop signs and lights, and texting while driving right in front of an
officer and nothing is done. Recently, I was waiting at a 4 way stop across from an
officer and we were both waiting on a car that stopped first. She was texting, looked up,
started going, and continued to text through the intersection. The officer looked at me,
shook his head while smiling, and turned the other direction. I would have gladly been a
witness to support the citation but yet nothing was done. He may have been busy, but he
was in no hurry and so that looks really bad like he just didn’t care.
Be more transparent and respectful, and get back to serving the citizens, not just looking
to get people in trouble
Maybe better response time to non emergency calls, but I am no expert I have no idea
how many officers are working a shift or how many calls bpd takes a day, but I am sure
it's a lot. Thanks for all you do. Greatly appreciated.
More traffic enforcement, and continue to focus on drugs and violent crime especially to
get the meth and other drugs including pot out of our apartment buildings, homes,
neighborhoods, out of the kids reach, and off our streets and out of our city completely.
More officers and less stress for officers
As previously mentioned increase number if officers and increase the number on duty at
all times
A couple of the police officers are very rude. Start stuff when you're innocent. Almost as
if they want you to resist so they can hurt you. Most of the officers are good people
though.
Citizen interaction
BPD seems to be doing a good job. Whenever I am out and about there is usually a police
car or policeman somewhere in the area.
Pulling over Red light runners
Increase number of officers on patrol
I really like that it appears there are more officers on the streets when I am out and about.
Don’t make a person call state radio from the police station after hours when the person is
being a good citizen. Then officer after officer walks by and doesn’t ask me what I need.
It sucked.
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Neighborhood watch really only set up for moderate to high class neighborhoods. Find a
way to work in the high crime areas like 26 street trailer park
Crack down on out of date vehicle tags and extreme red light runners.
Tickets for texting drivers Even at stop lights/signs Especially near schools
Only in the public’s opinion of officers outward attitudes.
Make an effort to reduce noise, Has any officer written a ticket for loud motorcycle pipes
in the last six months? If my realtor had told me that law enforcement would not enforce
loud bikes after 2018 l would not have moved to the area that l know reside in.
Any organization should always be improving. BPD does a great job.
Increase traffic enforcement. Also increasing preventative programs will in the long run
reduce need for other programs
Every day I see no less than five reckless drivers and red light violations and I don't
spend much time driving. People drive like there is no accountability or consequences for
their actions. In my observation, this has gotten worse over the past five years.
Traffic lights need their time
Biggest thing is the racial disparities already noted.
I personally feel it is always important to grow and improve. However, offering surveys
like this is a great way to get a scan of how people are feeling within a community. While
I don’t have any suggestions now, thank you for offering an opportunity like this.
Enforce all traffic violations especially red lights. I have lived where cameras very
effective. Blue lights ineffective.
Stop harassing a 68 yr. old man because of no license plate on front of his Corvette
Stingray. There are more important things to watch for-like texting while driving etc.
More cops patrolling
I fully understand and respect the importance of prioritizing time and resources. State
Street, as I understand it, has something like 5 of top 10 intersections for most accidents
in the state. It's easily understandable why this is the case.
more community engagement...cannot get enough
Stop harassing people and getting away with it
Traffic enforcement like speeding and reckless driving, phone use while driving. I see a
lot of it on my day to day driving. I understand that a police car deters that so it might not
get seen by police. More unmarked cars may help.
I only say needs some, because there is always room for improvement. Doing a great job!
Thank you for all you do.
We have an excellent PD Dept. Officers are professional, collaborative and care about the
community. Dep. Chief Randy Ziegler is a wonderful asset to the community! Thank you
for all you do!
More officers/staff
Need to start enforcing the 48 hour parking limits for campers, boats and trailers.
Doing great BPD! Thanks for striving for excellence and continuous improvement.
No particulars - we all have room for improvement
More patrols downtown.
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It's more of a funding issue in order to provide more resources to focus on reducing
crime.
Increased police officer pay!
I think everything should always be looking to improve in general.
Things almost always can be improved.
Traffic enforcement is nonexistent. Running red lights is a big problem.
I have approached your officers several times to just chat a bit and always get the feeling
that I am bothering them. I think they should be more approachable and listen to the
public better. When we see something going down we try to report it and get the feeling
that we are the bad guys. This has happened on more than one occasion.
Drug testing officers
I haven't had much contact in last 5-6 years but whenever I have very respectful and fair.
Looking to help with whatever is needed but willing to give me a ticket when deserved
Just need to get more officers to patrol communities
Be more respectful to victims. Stop buying ridiculously expensive patrol vehicles. This
money could be better spent on programs to benefit the community
Even though there is always a need for improvement somewhere, I am proud of the BPD
and my community. (But seriously, stop overdoing the traffic stops on non-whites, and
pulling them out and handcuffing them without actual justifiable cause. If officers are that
afraid for their safety, they need different assignments.)
Officers need to be better neighbors. They need to be sociable to their neighbors. They
need to be positive, supportive and plain neighborly. I have one that is totally the
opposite of that and the entire neighborhood does not think or speak nicely. I have heard
because of this person many police are viewed as the same.
Focus on the problem zombie people and keep them in line. I'd prefer to not interact with
police otherwise.
More thorough investigations by patrol.
loud pipes and radio's and racing are my three big one's
I think there is always ways to improve. I do think we have a fantastic department.
Detective Rask is amazing!
FIRST - PUT AN OFFICER BACK NEAR THE DESK. UNLESS ONE HAPPENS BY
THE DESK AND OFFERS TO HELP ONE IS LEFT WITH A PERSON WITH AN 'OH
WELL ATTITUDE. SECOND - MAKE SURE THE OFF HOURS PHONE
ACTUALLY CONNECTS TO A HUMAN.
Everyone can use improvement. I am thankful for our police. I do appreciate seeing on
Facebook when there are issues in our community
Cracking down on the drug challenges and build better relationships with engaged
parents within the school system that struggle with behavioral challenges
This will come with time, but I know you have a young staff of new officers. They will
become great, well-experienced officers over time. Continue to encourage them, train
them, support them, and they will grow into a tremendous force for good in Bismarck.
I would like to see more police on patrol. However, I realize that is based on having full
staff and funding for full staff.
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take my phone calls seriously, when I call on the homeless downtown whether I call on
them loitering or drinking. I know what is in their water bottle is not water.
Speeding and distracted drivers
Make the pay, benefits, and working conditions competitive so the department can recruit
and retain quality officers.
Everything needs improvement but I don't know what it might be.
I would like to see more police on the bike trail area; especially by the Keelboat park
area. I ride bike there an honestly this area makes me a bit nervous when I ride bike
through there.
Attitude
Would like to see more enforcement of the noise ordinance. To many cars playing loud
music driving down our street.
texting and driving is out of control - more sting operations. it totally out of hand..
Doing a great job! I think more officers would help, but I know budgets aren’t unlimited
and there’s only so much the BPD can go to get people applying.
Again time off to refresh. They have to deal with so many difficult situations. I wish we
could show our appreciation more!!
Hire more officers.
enforce stop light and stop sign violations.
Can list specifics, but everyone can always strive to improve. If we say we're perfect, we
truly have a problem.
More training for officers and greater enforcement of traffic laws.
Concentrate on driving laws especially State street, get certain officers out of the habit of
concentrating on one small area or specific street. (for example you have an officer that
patrols Broadway, religiously) and get rid of panhandlers
A little more transparency on social media posts, and more informational posts on social
media (the Fargo PD Live Traffic Light one was actually really informative). Explaining
the WHY behind how things are done makes a huge difference to the general public.
More fight to keep drugs off street.
Needs more officers and maybe a satellite police station
I have said it before... stop blindly acting on laws and take another look at the world. Be a
part of the change and not a part of the problem. And stop fighting so hard against
cannabis. Do some research. People are sick, they need help. Cannabis is medicine. You
want to put a dent in the opioid crisis? Cannabinoid research is a great place to start. Also
remember that Drug user in general are not criminals. They are people who have fallen
on hard times, they are sick. They need our help. Let’s try to help them. Jail/prison only
makes it worse and introduces them to more opportunities to commit crimes.
Far less "clocking" residential streets for speeding. It's an absolute waste of time and
resources to pull over someone and ticket them. It feels like harassment and over reach of
basically every day behavior just getting to work and school, etc. Frankly, the excessively
LOUD speakers in cars that cause my head And eardrums actual PAIN should be a
priority. Thank you!
Officers with attitude better than you.
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Officers need to strengthen their communication and critical thinking skills.
More officers. You can’t bail out a sinking ship with a teaspoon
More drug enforcement and prevention
More traffic patrol. People drive way to fast
Need more officers on the street and more dispatchers to take calls.
It’s always good to strive towards some improvement.
As stated previously
The person that runs social media needs a raise.
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Not sure.
I have no basis for opinion
A couple years ago you had a couple shootings close together. This was good, I think it
made some of these morons think twice .
I see newer officers needing to prove something to someone. They act like little bullies in
uniform, thinking they are 100% right when in reality they are not.
Cody Trom should have never been rehired. He is a disease to the department. Says one
thing to admin and another to the officers. He's unprofessional, untrustworthy and
incompetent as a supervisor. Please get rid of him. He's destroying the department with
his games. He'll lie straight to your face when you call him out on it. Officers are afraid
to come forward about he's corporation because of his control over admin. Roger Marks
is the main reason the PD isn't getting applicants. He fails to do any recruiting and would
rather hang with his buddies at Scheel’s then do something like attend a job fair. He turns
people away who aren't a clone of him. Sadly he's an asshole so that's the type of person
he's hiring. He is horrible at his job and should not be in that position.
Never hear complaints about performance but also have no personal interaction by which
to judge.
I believe that the PD is trying, but these are trying times with crime increasing and Police
being stretched thinly at times.
Patrol cars are constantly trying to be less noticeable; it discourages public relations.
not impressed with the current police force
They were already great
I don't really know how to answer this, so am answering it as SAME.
I watched three officers leave a man’s bike unlocked in public after arresting him. I tried
calling the police department and the woman that answered rudely hung up the phone.
lack of officers
I would say the same. We have had very good leadership in the department over the past
several Chiefs. I think that leadership is been instrumental in good policing.
Don't know. Bismarck has more homeless people than it can handle, and the more we
advertise shelters, the bigger the issue becomes. Trailer courts are issues.
Only because you lost Dan Donlin. He is Awesome!
I see more vehicle patrols and hear a lot of arrests from traffic stops that result in getting
some real bad people off the roads.
Unsure
I believe police officers know which vehicles they want to pull over before any traffic
violation has been committed.
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I know of person who contacted the Police in regard to a theft of money that was taken by
a minor. Police were called several times. Finally an officer took the report and never did
get back to the individual who the money was stolen from. This person had to go talk to
the Sergeant directly, four months later the response was oh it’s been too long to pursue.
There were even witnesses, Very poor service
I feel as if the PD has tried to make their presence more visible in our community to
make the public feel more secure and safe.
Needs additional officers
To short staffed.
You guys have a tough job. But we need a stronger police presents in our community.
It's hard to answer this one because I haven't had much interaction with the Department.
That alone says that our community is heading in the right direction.
I’m not sure
Minorities and the income-disadvantaged are routinely harassed for existing.
Not sure - I know there are a lot of new, younger officers so it probably has gotten worse
for now.
I don't know.
I Think the city has out grown the force. Don’t see cops on north side. Maybe this is a
thing good no crime?
Protect and serve.... whom, may I ask?
Unsure, we're new to town
I don't deal with the officers much, so I'm unsure of the overall.
Listed above but we also really appreciate the help downtown.
There are quite a few new officers and not enough experience in the police force. We
need to find a way to keep our officers here.
Even with knowing BPD is short on officers, the contact with certain officer has been
negative. They seem to be annoyed with citizens calling on issues we think are important.
Making us feel as if we are wasting their time.
It's a great program.
Don't know
I think their performance is good but everyone can do better,
IF they show up it’s SIGNIFICANT amount of time later.
Soooo many reasons
And it really not their fault. Over the last year I have noticed an increase in not just crime
overall but more violet and drug related crimes. It seemed like it hit the Bismarck area all
at once and the PD wasn’t prepared nor staffed for it.
I think the officers and investigators are over worked... thus resulting in poor attitudes
and performances.
It seems like there are a lot more officers focusing on minor traffic violations.
Worse......No one wants to ever call the police, cause the person calling is the one to get
blamed or have charges against.
See more media exposure on the positive aspects of the BPD role in the community.
Good move!
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The racism is still alive and strong, if there was more interacting with different cultures
and training to build a bridge of understanding with each other I think we can improve to
build this bridge of communication and understanding
I haven't heard of any police shootings this year.
I don't deal with the police very often so it is not for me to say.
I think???
they don't address issues calls take forever to be followed up on very disengaged traffic
cops without investigation experience are sent to do that work textures are not arrested
officers are not paying attention. so many times people are speeding, not paying attention
to driving, etc. and officers are constantly looking down in their cars, don't see stuff
happening.
More arrests are made, but that may be because there are more incidents happening.
If additional officers are not added in the near future the performance will suffer due to
excessive workload.
The survey should also ask: Has the behavior of the Bismarck residents improved or
gotten worse in the last year?
DAPL was horrendous. It brought out the absolute worst in law enforcement.
I honestly don't know for certain. I read the crime stories in the news, and am always on
the lookout.
N/A
I think the Bismarck PD is always improving or looking for ways to improve.
I have seen more officers on patrol and more traffic stops recently. One thing I've noticed
though, is whenever we have called the police about an awful pot smell in our apartment
complex, which was a big problem in the last couple of years, they are slow to respond,
and don't seem to take it very seriously, even though there also could be meth involved.
We think we had some meth-heads living in the apartment below ours earlier this year,
and they were also using pot daily. And we live in an higher-level type of apartment
complex, so it's happening everywhere. Fortunately, after we complained several times to
our landlord, these low-lives were evicted.
It’s sucked for a long time. Shooting unarmed civilians and you get away with it. Friend
named Wayne at the capital. Never sees anything you do as wrong. So it goes. What
really happened to mr. pickle?
The new chiefs has emphasized the public’s view of the police force.
I don't know.
How would I know, I don't monitor that
Need to hire more officers and provide better pay.
There are a lot of very young cops, I think they lack experience.
unknown
Great department
Need to start enforcing the 48 hour parking limits for campers, boats and trailers.
More communication they social Media has been nice and helpful.
Don't know.
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I have cameras on my house and we just call them the keystone cops because it is funny
to watch them go around in circles and never do find out the crime!
Drug test your officers
Get rid of the baby blue shirts they look ridiculous and other law enforcement agencies in
the state make fun of y'all
BPD is a very good law enforcement agency. I say best in the state.
It's mostly fine
I waited two hours for a policeman to show up when I called, they said they were busy,,
half the time I see them parked in two's talking to each other.
Initially was better but now back to the same ... too much sitting as speed traps and too
little engagement. One driving car affects far more than one in a lot watching for a
speeder. Be with us, a subtle reminder rather than a lurker.
No idea
Donlin was great... Draovitch is spectacular! I like the movement the BPD has made over
the past year, good old fashioned police work, getting back to your roots and supporting
the community. Keep Up The Great Work, Chief!
Police officers have been getting worse on talking to people with respect
No matter what you do someone is going to play the race card. It's ex
Love all the involvement with school kids/helmets/ice cream rewards!
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Not sure.
I see no race relation issues in our PD. If anything its hyperbole by those being targeted
because of violations, breaking the law.
Do not know?
I don’t feel any officer is racist. However I do believe there is a culture issue.
This is not hard. Just make sure everyone is treated fairly.
Get social organizations to stop advertising & bringing in so many people that do not
contribute to the community.
No way for me to tell.
See #33 comments RE: Gotcha police state. Start "serving" more and hiding for tickets
less.
See #34
It would be nice to see more Native American police officers since they are our largest
minority population
Try to work more closely with schools to develop a positive feeling and trust with kids.
with increased diversity in races in Bismarck, there are bound to be increases in problems
"gotten"? I don't think there are any issues with race relations.
I don’t think this is an issue
Not sure.
Start patrolling the rich neighborhoods. I NEVER see cops in north Bismarck.
I really don't know.
who cares
Race is not as big an issue as homeless in the parks and downtown on the streets. I know
the two issues overlap, however, if we could improve the homeless situation that would
help with race, drug, and other common issues the officers deal with regularly.
I think the more time that passes between the DAPL protests will see greater
improvement in race relations. You guys were put in an extremely difficult no win
situation. Despite how the media and the professional protesters tried to make you look
evil, any intelligent person knows you guys did a hell of a job.
This is not an issue.
There needs to be more minorities on the police force
Neighborhood communications are an improvement
Not able to answer
I travel quite a lot, so I haven't felt anything different here than overseas.
Get the commission to stop closing their eyes to homelessness and mental issues in
Bismarck.
Step out of the car once in a while. We would love to say thank you for what you do!
I don’t honestly know, I haven’t kept up on that.
I don’t know
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implicit bias training, to start with.
N/A
Whites (especially white men who are cops) are going to be hated no matter what you do
and it's only going to get worse as the community becomes more diverse. In some areas
of the country, they have stopped enforcing certain laws because they disproportionately
affect certain people. We don't need to lower our standards because these people have
trouble keeping up with them.
I am a white female who hasn't seen any issues, but I feel like I might not be the correct
person to be answering this question.
As far as I know it has stayed the same, but I have not heard much else about the race
relations with police and community.
I don't know.
I don’t think this is an issue with Bismarck PD.
I don’t think there is any problem in this area
Unsure, we're new to town
More community interaction in a positive way. I think telling people that the station is
short-staffed helps to make the community more understanding and sympathetic and
hopefully helps them to stop complaining so much
Bismarck itself gives off a "Whites" only vibe. Now, with the influx of other races as
well as the Native American population, a course in race relations is warranted as well as
an officer who is tasked with providing said training and investigating breaches of policy.
The "Non Brown town" mentality needs to go.
Don't think it's ever been bad.
Both sides need to be involved
I wouldn't know. You guys do a great job. Very proud of you.
Don't really know
Don't feel qualified to answer
I don't think the officers are racist, I just think that certain ethnic groups are more prone
to be criminals because of the cycle of poverty/lack of opportunity they go through.
Follow the law, race has nothing to do with it but choices made.
I don’t see a problem
I don’t know.
Don't know
don't think race has a thing to do with department relations
I’m so sick of hearing about race. Take this question out. The vast majority of people are
not racist!
I think they have not entirely recovered from the DAPL protests. I'm not sure how to fix
that but it makes me sad that it continues to be a problem on both sides of the divide.
Don’t know
I don't know.
They are not good from my experience with Indian people and their reports of police
interactions.
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talk to and treat people the way you would want to be talked to and treated and have
some compassion
Not aware of any race relation issues
Cops are by their very nature, guaranteed racist.
They have gotten worse in the whole country because of assholes like Obama with his
race baiting hatred of police. If certain races don't like the police then you should leave
their area. They can act like a bunch of animals and kill each other until there's nobody
left, except they should stay inside their crime ridden area and not come into our area
where we appreciate and want police because we want law and safety.
Get more minority cops. Minorities are all afraid of cops, because no matter what you do,
you get stopped or questioned.
Not a problem, let’s move on.
I know of a young black lady, who is a college student who has been stopped multiple
times for non-critical traffic violations - e.g., license plate light, improper lane change.
Most often, she was not given a citation.
As I mentioned earlier. It is all about understanding each other’s traditional ways and
cultural. DAPL set us back quite a bit and we are still getting harassed and have to watch
out for our grandchildren to make sure they are safe with any encounters with Law or
citizens. It will take a long time to get over this but we all need to work together to make
it work for all nations.
cocky, arrogant, lack of communication skills, biased towards women, prejudiced against
blacks and Native Americans.
Sadly I believe we have more healing to do from 2016 and 2017 after the camps closing.
We are getting there as it is much better this year in Bismarck vs Mandan.
unsure
I don't think there's much that has improved
Really can't comment on this, cause I have no idea.
Not enough information to comment.
It's not something I see as far as how police interact with minorities, but it seems like
there are more minorities in town so I think this will be an area where more issues are
likely to arise as time goes on.
I haven’t heard anything negative regarding this issue at all.
We have to get over all these identity politics, you commit a crime, you are apprehended
and charged. Stop acting like we are in the 1950s, everyone has a fair shake in this world,
especially in ND.
Unconscious bias training; our state only has 5% Native American population, but 75%
of incarcerated population is Native American. That is horrific. What the heck.
I have no idea.
I don’t see race issues with BPD. Citizens of other races are discriminant towards police.
Seems like a lot of native's arrested, but maybe rightfully so. I don’t know the numbers or
facts .
Tired of hearing about race, we are all equal!! I have the utmost respect for law
enforcement.
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Probably more community involvement and activities between the police and the public.
I think race relations have been tenuous since the DAPL protest, and it will take years for
everyone, not just the police, to repair.
Race relations are fine. I do not believe BPD has a race relations problem. The only race
relations problem in the Bismarck and Mandan area comes from the protest event and its
stragglers.
What race relations?
seems to be less in the press.
No problem
Continue to be mindful of the treatment of different races. I come from a rather large city
and this is a concern nationwide. I always worry how the treatment of my kiddo will
differ from someone of a “white” race. What I love is that this community is diversifying
and my children are growing up around so many different cultures-something that I
thought they would miss out on when we moved from Oregon. So all I can say is to be
continuously mindful of equal treatment of all.
8/24/2019 8:47 AM Add tags – View respondent's answers
How would I know, I don't monitor that
You need more cops of different races
unknown
Cultural awareness training
I honestly don’t know. I’ve never noticed an issue before.
Being a middle aged white male I can scream discrimination when I do wrong.
Unfortunately way to many do. I believe the employees of the BPD treat all the same. It
is very unfortunate some of the stories people have made up and spread to run down
people doing their job
Stop buying ridiculously expensive patrol vehicles. This money could be better spent on
programs to benefit the community
Keep up the good work.
I'm uninformed on this topic
It's hard to do, with most of them being drunks, that's what I have around where I live
Diversify. You got women not go for not white - not this that or the other, just not white.
No idea. I hope always better
With the environment that we live in and the term race meaning so many different things
it's almost impossible to answer that question
I don’t think they’ve been bad, but I’m not out observing this type of thing.
Get rid of our racist president and mayor, that's a good start...
I think the pipeline protests have had a lasting negative effect upon the relationship
between the Standing Rock Sioux tribe and law enforcement. Law enforcement, through
no fault of their own, has taken the brunt of that negativity.
I have no comment on this.
No idea
It's never been a problem.
Honestly, not an issue I have any knowledge on, so I cannot really answer this question.
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not sure if they have gotten worse, but they certainly aren't any better
I don't know
I don’t see a race problem
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